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Abstract

Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is a powerful tool to au-
tomatically design deep neural networks for many tasks, in-
cluding image classification. Due to the significant computa-
tional burden of the search phase, most NAS methods have
focused so far on small datasets. All attempts at conduct-
ing NAS at large scale have employed small proxy sets, and
then transferred the learned architectures to larger datasets
by replicating or stacking the searched cells. We propose a
NAS method based on polyharmonic splines that can per-
form search directly on large scale target datasets. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method on the ImageNet22K
benchmark1 (Deng et al. 2009), which contains 14 million
images distributed over 21, 841 categories. By exploring the
search space of the ResNet (He et al. 2016) and Big-Little
Net ResNext (Chen et al. 2019a) architectures directly on Im-
ageNet22K, our polyharmonic splines NAS method designed
a model which achieved a top-1 accuracy of 40.03% on Ima-
geNet22K, an absolute improvement of 3.13% over the state
of the art with similar global batch size (Codreanu, Podare-
anu, and Saletore 2017).

Introduction
Designing Deep Neural Networks is a challenging task and
requires a Subject Matter Expert (SME). One way of re-
ducing the design burden and still be able to obtain a cus-
tom designed architecture for a given training problem is
to use Neural Architecture Search (NAS) (Elsken, Metzen,
and Hutter 2019; Zoph and Le 2017). Most NAS meth-
ods have been tried on small scale datasets like Cifar10-
100 (Krizhevsky 2009) and then subsequently architec-
tures have been transferred to larger datasets like Ima-
geNet1K (Borsos, Khorlin, and Gesmundo 2019; Lu et al.
2020; Wistuba 2019). This is mainly due to the heavy com-
putational burden of the search phase, which despite recent
progress (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018; Zela, Siems, and
Hutter 2020), remains mostly intractable at large scale. No
previous published work has explored NAS on large scale
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1ImageNet22K was used for research purposes only to allow
benchmarking against prior results from others on this data set. The
trained models in this work are not used for commercial purposes

datasets like ImageNet22K directly, and very few have even
attempted it on ImageNet1K itself.

In this paper we describe a novel method for NAS that can
conduct search directly on large-scale datasets using Poly-
harmonic Splines. First, we describe in detail how specific
operations within a deep neural network (convolution, ReLu,
average pooling, batchnorm) are well suited to be approxi-
mated by a spline. Given a search space consisting of a set
of d operations to optimize over, the search phase of our pro-
posed NAS method based on polyharmonic splines requires
only an initial set of 2d + 3 points, followed by few addi-
tional points to complete its optimization. This means that
the number of evaluations required in the search phase de-
pends only on the number of operations under search, not on
the number of possible values for each of those operations.
This drastically reduces the computational cost of the search
phase of our NAS approach, allowing it to be performed di-
rectly on large scale target datasets.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on the
ImageNet22K benchmark of 14 million images over 21, 841
labels. By exploring the search space of ResNet (He et al.
2016), Big-Little Net (Chen et al. 2019a) and ResNext (Xie
et al. 2017b) architectures, the method designed a model
which achieved a top-1 accuracy of 40.03% on Ima-
geNet22K. This significantly improves the best published
performance (Codreanu, Podareanu, and Saletore 2017) of
36.7% on such large-scale dataset.

Related Work
NAS. Neural Architecture Search (NAS), which aims at au-
tomatic design of deep learning networks for various appli-
cations spanning from image classification (Liu et al. 2018a;
Tan et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2019a) to
NLP (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018; Pham et al. 2018;
Zoph and Le 2017), from object detection (Chen et al.
2019b; Ghiasi, Lin, and Le 2019; Wang et al. 2019) to
semantic segmentation (Liu et al. 2019) and control tasks
(Gaier and Ha 2019), has attracted intense attention in re-
cent years. A number of NAS strategies have been pro-
posed, including evolutionary methods (Baker et al. 2018;
Liu et al. 2018b; Real et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2020), re-
inforcement learning (Liu et al. 2018a; Pham et al. 2018;



Zhong et al. 2018; Zoph and Le 2017), and gradient-based
methods (Chang et al. 2019; Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018;
Nayman et al. 2019; Xie et al. 2019b; Zela et al. 2020). Ef-
ficiency on specific platforms has also been a very active
area of research within the NAS umbrella, with the develop-
ment of search strategies that optimize not only accuracy but
also latency (Cai, Zhu, and Han 2019; Howard et al. 2019;
Tan et al. 2019; Tan and Le 2019; Wu et al. 2019). Meth-
ods based on micro-search of primary building cells (Zhong
et al. 2018; Zoph et al. 2018), and parameter sharing be-
tween child models (Bender et al. 2018; Brock et al. 2018;
Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2018; Pham et al. 2018; Zela,
Siems, and Hutter 2020) have also been recently proposed.
Another popular approach to address efficiency in NAS is to
search for an architectural building block on a small dataset
(e.g., CIFAR10) and then transfer the block to the larger tar-
get dataset by replicating and stacking it multiple times in
order to increase network capacity (Panda et al. 2021).
Bayesian Methods. Bayesian optimization which uses an
acquisition function to obtain suitable candidates has been
widely used in NAS (Domhan, Springenberg, and Hut-
ter 2015; Mendoza et al. 2016; Kandasamy et al. 2018;
Cao, Wang, and Kitani 2019). The acquisition function mea-
sures the utility by accounting for both the predicted re-
sponse and the uncertainty in the prediction. While Bayesian
optimization methods usually consume more computation to
determine future points than other methods, this pays divi-
dends when the evaluations are very expensive. Many dif-
ferent strategies have been studied including classic Gaus-
sian process-based optimization (Swersky et al. 2014; Kan-
dasamy et al. 2018), tree-based models (Bergstra, Yamins,
and Cox 2013), random forests (Falkner, Klein, and Hutter
2018) to effectively optimize both neural network architec-
tures and their hyperparameters. Several works also predict
the validation accuracy (Zhang, Ren, and Urtasun 2018),
or the curve of validation accuracy with respect to training
time (Baker et al. 2018).

Optimization Basis
Neural Architecture Search in its essence optimizes a func-
tion y = f(~x), ~x residing in a multidimensional space of
network and training parameters and y being a metric for
the quality of the network, for example the top-1 accuracy
on a validation data set. The parameters captured in ~x may
be discrete. f might not be differentiable in terms of the pa-
rameters xi. Importantly, f is generally very expensive to
evaluate. For a given parameter set ~x, the network has to be
trained and evaluated on the full training and validation sets.

The interpolation quality of methods to approximate
scalar functions of multidimensional arguments based on a
limited set of support points depend on the properties of the
interpolated function. Hence it is important to understand
the properties of f and if it is likely that there exists a well
behaved interpolating function F : R → RN through the
potentially discrete support points.

This section discusses the algebraic structure of popular
residual neural networks and establishes that the resulting
f(~x) is with high probability well suited for interpolation

with a polyharmonic spline for parameters that have a suffi-
ciently large number of possible values. For parameters with
only a few choices, using separate splines for the discrete
cases can be more effective. Furthermore, the algebraic anal-
ysis provides insights into the sensitivity of global network
parameters and hence search spaces.

Neural Network Forward Pass as Piecewise Linear
Function
The forward pass through a typical neural network consist-
ing of convolutions, fully connected layers, ReLUs, batch-
norms and average-pooling can be interpreted as a piece-
wise linear function that effectively transforms an input, for
example an image as a set of 224 × 224 values across three
channels, into df values in a feature space, which forms the
input to a final linear classifier.

Fully Connected Layers A single neuron with N inputs
performs the operation y = φ

(∑N
i=1 wixi + b

)
with an

activation function φ. In the following we discuss the case
φ(x) = max(0, x), i.e. ReLU.

The condition 0 =
∑N
i=1 wixi + b defines a hyperplane

in the N dimensional input space of ~x such that y > 0 for
locations above the hyperplane and y = 0 for locations on
or below the hyperplane. The output of the neuron without
activation is in fact the distance of ~x from the hyperplane.
Multiple neurons with inputs ~x from the same input space
define a set of hyperplanes that partition the input space into
a set different regions. In each region, ~y is determined by a
set of linear equations.

For example in a two-dimensional input space, 2 neurons
y[1] and y[2] with linearly independent weight vectors and
ReLU activation create four regions

~y = (

N∑
i=1

w
[1]
i xi + b[1],

N∑
i=1

w
[2]
i xi + b[2]) ; ~y = (0, 0)

~y = (

N∑
i=1

w
[1]
i xi + b[1], 0) ; ~y = (0,

N∑
i=1

w
[2]
i xi + b[2])

A second layer of similar structure, a linear operation fol-
lowed by ReLU activation, potentially partitions each of the
segments of the input space again. In the following we dis-
cuss how other layers, namely convolution, batchnorm and
average pooling, are operations of analogous structure and
hence the entire set of operations leading to the final lin-
ear classifier is a piecewise linear function that maps hyper-
volumes in the input space into the feature space. For a
trained neural network, this piecewise linear function is op-
timized to create linearly separable clusters of mapped train-
ing points in the feature space.

Convolution Convolution in a neural network is

y
(k)
ij =

∑
a,b,c

W
(k)
abcx(i+a)(j+b)c

wherein c is the input channel, e.g. color in an rgb image or
filter from a prior convolution. The tuple (i, j) is the location



within the input at which a patch of the size of a filter is
scanned. k identifies the filter, i.e. the output channel of the
convolution. a and b iterate through the positions within the
input patch and filter. Each tensor W̄ is of sizeNA∗NB∗NC ,
the filter width, height and number of input channels.

We can apply an index transformation γ = a∗NB ∗Nc+

b ∗ NC + c which transforms W (k)
abc into Wkγ . For a fixed

position (i, j) of the convolution we can drop the indices i
and j to obtain yk =

∑
Wkγxγ . The vectors ~x are points

in a vector space of dimension NA ∗NB ∗NC . I.e., on one
input patch a convolution has the same algebraic structure
as a neuron. Average-pooling is a convolution with a filter
whose elements are all identical. Note that these operations
can be expressed in the form of a fully connected layer, with
a set of neurons that correspond to the filter channels that
is present multiple times with different subsets of the input
weights set to zero to express the selection of input patches.

Batch Norm On first glance, a batch norm layer does not
look like a linear function. But a closer look at the details
reveals that the running means and averages are treated as
constants in backpropagation, they do not have gradients.
The batch norm (mean and variance across the batch, width
and height for a channel) is an estimate for the constant that
is used during inference on the trained model, which is in
itself an estimate for the mean and variance across the en-
tire training set. As the weights change during training, the
estimates for running means and variances follow.

Pytorch uses Bessel’s correction s = σ n
n−1 , an unbiased

estimate of the population variance σ = 1
n

∑
i(xi−µ)2 from

a finite sample for BatchNorm2d.
With xijkl as an input tensor of form NCWH, n =

∑
ikl 1

being the number of elements in a ’channel slice’ and t as the
iteration number, mean and unbiased variance for a ’channel
slice’ are

µj(t) =
1

n
hj(t) with hj(t) =

∑
ikl

xijkl(t)

ψj(t) =
1

n− 1
gj(t) with gj(t) =

∑
ikl

(xijkl(t)− µj(t))2

With running mean and variance

Mj(t) = (1−m)Mj(t− 1) +mµj(t) with Mj(0) = 0

Sj(t) = (1−m)Sj(t− 1) +mψj(t) with Sj(0) = 1

batch norm in training (B) and eval (B′) mode result in
B(xijkl(t)) =

xijkl(t)−µj(t)√
σj(t)+ε

B′(xijkl(t)) =
xijkl(t)−Mj(T )√

Sj(T )+ε

Hence, with M and S as constants, batch norm maps a
linear transformation.

Base Transformations, Projections and
Convolutional Neural Networks
The rank-factorization Ā = C̄B̄ of am×nmatrix Ā of rank
r expresses Ā as a product of am×r full column rank matrix
C̄ and a r×n full row rank matrix B̄. For a square matrix of
full rank the equation yk =

∑N
i=1 wkixi is a transformation

of vector xi from one base of RN to another.

Hence, conceptually a m × n matrix of rank r maps a
vector from a space with m dimensions into a subspace of
r dimensions and from there into a space with n dimen-
sions. If r < n, then we can express all of the n dimen-
sional vectors in terms of an r dimensional basis. Thus, a
trained network whose matrices are not close to full rank is
inefficient. Furthermore, we can interpret a convolution and
subsequent activation on a single ’patch’ as a transformation
from a m = w ∗ h ∗ cin dimensional space to a n = cout
dimensional space, w and h being the width and height of
the filters and cin and cout being the numbers of the input
channels and output channels, respectively.

Assuming that the combined convolution matrix W̄kγ has
close to full rank in an efficient network, the activations re-
sulting from a convolution can be interpreted as the coef-
ficients in an expression that approximates the input tensor
in terms of a set of functions defined by the filter tensors, a
form of compression. The “approximation” has to be of lim-
ited loss, since the correlation between classification results
and inputs has to be preserved. In some sense training op-
timizes the approximation such that it aides in transforming
inputs into linearly separable points in the feature space and
at the same time it allows to approximate with limited loss
of information across all its inputs.

Based on above observations, the essential part of the
functionality of the convolutional cone leading to a linear
classifier in a neural network is provided by mapping points
from one space to another to create a piecewise linear func-
tion whose output in the feature space is highly linearly sep-
arable with respect to the number of hyperplanes in the fi-
nal classification layer. What primarily matters is how many
linear pieces the network provides relative to the number of
hyperplanes, i.e. classes, in the final classifier.

A second aspect is probability of network convergence,
which suggests to focus on residual networks with batch-
norm. While the specific structure of a network should have
relatively little influence on final accuracy, it may have a sig-
nificant impact on the network size that is required to gen-
erate a competitive piecewise linear approximation. Which
lead us to focus architecture search on different families
of residual networks, specifically ResNet (He et al. 2016),
ResNeXt (Xie et al. 2017a) and BLResNeXt (Chen et al.
2019a). Typical residual networks have 4 groups of resid-
ual blocks with different numbers of layers. For example
ResNet50 has groups of input width 64, 128, 256, 512 chan-
nels with an expansion factor of 4 and depths of 3, 4, 6, 3.
ResNet18 on the other hand has the same widths, but an ex-
pansion factor of 1 and depths of 2, 2, 2, 2.

The number of classes, i.e. the number of hyperplanes in
the feature space, provides guidance on the optimal num-
ber of dimensions for the feature space. In an N dimen-
sional space, we can place N linearly independent hyper-
planes such that all volumes bounded by hyperplanes are in-
finite. If we place more hyperplanes, some volumes have to
be limited to a constant that depends on the placement of the
hyperplanes. Hence, a dimesion of the feature space that is
larger than the number of classes should be beneficial. Note
that for ResNet50 the dimension of the feature space is 2048
and for ResNet18 it is 512.



If the leading layers “choke” the dimensions of the vec-
tor spaces leading to the feature space too much, the anal-
ysis suggests that this will negatively influence the accu-
racy of the network. For example the initial convolution in
ResNet18 has an input space of 7×7×3 = 147 dimensions
and maps this to 64 dimensions. A 3 × 3 convolution with
64 channels to 128 channels maps 576 dimensions to 128,
i.e. creates a significant reduction. Furthermore, the number
of activations drops by a factor of 4 through every group.

As an experimental test we designed a simple neural net-
work r18U based on ResNet18 whose behavior should be
closer to ResNet50 by adjusting only the block widths. We
eliminated the max-pool layer and compensated for its re-
duction by increasing the stride of the initial convolution
to 2 based on the hypothesis that the non-linear layer is
not essential for the functionality of the neural network. In-
deed, this did not negatively impact final accuracy but ap-
peared to improve conversion. We increased the numbers of
channels of the initial convolution and the subsequent layer-
groups from 64,64,128,256,512 to 128,256,512,1024,2048.
Note that the dimension of the feature space matches that
of ResNet50 and the output dimension of the output of the
initial convolution almost matches the input dimension. The
network r18U achieved a validation accuracy of over 76.5%
on ImageNet1K, compared to ResNet50’s 75.1%, in our py-
torch setup. Network r18U is less efficient than ResNet50,
it has significantly more parameters. Larger depth increases
the potential number of pieces in the piecewise linear func-
tion for a similar number of neurons.

Our algebraic analysis, experimental results and theory
(two layer theorem) suggest that roughly the same final ac-
curacy can be achieved by many network families, the dis-
tinguishing factor is the required model size. Imposing struc-
ture via convolutions, higher depth, residual blocks and their
substructures increases the granularity of the piecewise lin-
ear function for a network with a given number of neurons.

Polyharmonic Spline NAS
Given the insights above, we developed a method to ef-
ficiently investigate a high dimensional parameter search
space. We analyzed the search space of a single network
family like ResNet or ResNeXt. Widths and depths of blocks
already provide 8 dimensions within any deep network fam-
ily search space. On top of those, parameters internal to the
blocks, such as cardinality in ResNeXt, would further in-
crease the number of dimensions, but with less impact on
final accuracy, based on the algebraic interpretation.

Three key issues make NAS challenging for larger clas-
sification problems such as ImageNet1K or ImageNet22K:
search (and evaluation) time, memory consumption, and
probability of getting stuck in local minima.

First, in order to obtain a measure for the final accuracy
of a model, it has to be trained nearly to saturation, that is,
over a sufficiently large number of epochs to ensure that
all the variants tested reach close to their full potential. In
our experiments, early stopping proved to be misleading,
since smaller networks tend to initially converge faster and
the crossover point was near the end of a complete learn-
ing rate schedule. Training ImageNet1K for 90 epochs and

ImageNet22K for 60 epochs (values experimentally shown
to provide meaningful accuracies) requires large amounts of
computation. Hence, as in most NAS approaches, minimiz-
ing the number of evaluations is critical.

Second, the algebraic observations suggested that the bet-
ter performing networks are large, such that GPU memory
limitations become a factor. “Supernet” approaches such as
FBNet(Wu et al. 2019) would not fit even two variants of the
larger and more performing networks into a 16 GB GPU. In
fact, the most accurate networks on ImageNet22K tend to
use most of the memory of even a 32 GB GPU.

Third, the topologies of the hypersurfaces defined by the
parameter dimensions and the achieved final accuracy as the
evaluation axis may have local minima, i.e. gradient de-
scend based methods are suboptimal to find minima in the
accuracy-hypersurface.

Importantly, the algebraic investigation suggests that
small changes to parameters such as the number of filters
or layers in a “convolution group” or cardinalities block el-
ements within a “network family” like ResNeXt or BLRes-
NeXt will result in small changes in the final accuracy. Be-
cause they cause only small changes in the degrees of free-
dom in the number of pieces in the piecewise linear function
and the equations that govern them. Our experimental results
support this hypothesis. Hence, it is appropriate to assume
that there exists a set of continuous functions in f : Rd → R
that pass through a set of reasonably spaced support points
over d discrete parameters and the resulting validation accu-
racy after training the network (close) to saturation.

Polyharmonic Splines
Polyharmonic splines are a valid option to define a function
that passes through such a set of support points. Given a set
of N support points (~xj , f(~xj)) for a function f : Rd → R,
a polyharmonic spline interpolation has the form

s(~x) =

N∑
j=1

cjΦ(||~x− ~xj ||) + p(~x)

where ||~x|| is the Euclidian norm in Rd and p(~x) is a real
valued polynomial in d variables (Iske and Arnold 2004). Φ
is a radial basis function. Polyharmonic radial basis func-
tions are solutions to a polyharmonic equation, a partial
differential equation of the form ∆mf = 0. Polyharmonic
splines minimize the “curvature” of the hyperplane passing
through all the support points, hence they minimize oscil-
lations while providing a smooth, continuous surface. This
interpolation expression is differentiable. If we assume there
exists a continuous and differentiable function f : Rd → R
that correctly models the behavior of the system that gen-
erates the support points, then there exists a polyharmonic
spline such that the integral of the difference between spline
and f in an interpolation d-box vanishes as the number of
support points increases. We chose a radial basis function of
Φ(r) = r3. Solving the equation system to determine the co-
efficients for the polyharmonic spline proved to be sensitive
to numerical instability. Hence we chose a pivoting House-
holder QR decomposition, trading performance for numeri-
cal stability. For the linear equation system that determines



the spline coefficients to have a solution, the matrix formed
by the support points must have full rank. Since interpolation
accuracy is in general higher than extrapolation accuracy, a
minimal set of support points it needed that spans a d-box in
the d-dimensional space in which the spline interpolates the
approximated function which leads to a support point matrix
of full rank. We chose the following set for d parameters:
• {maxd|d = 1..N}, vector of the largest usable or legal param-

eter values in the d-box for all dimensions.

• {mind|d = 1..N}, smallest usable or legal parameter values.

• {(maxd +mind)/2|d = 1..N}, point near the d-box center.

• {maxd|d 6= k, d ∈ {1..N},mind|d == k} for all k = 1..N .

• {mind|d 6= k, d ∈ {1..N},maxk|d == k} for all k = 1..N .

For two dimensions, these are the corners of a square and
its center. For three dimensions, the corners of a cube and
its center. A total of 2d + 3 support points is sufficient to
span an initial cubic spline that interpolates within a d-box.
Additional support points can be added to improve the qual-
ity of the interpolation. To maintain numerical stability, new
support points have to maintain a certain distance from pre-
vious support points. We eliminated splines due to numerical
instability by checking Ax−B = 0 on the solution with an
error margin for floating point computation errors.

Minima Search
Since gradient descent is susceptible to local minima, we
used a hierarchical Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS) approach
to search for a minimum in the interpolation d-box, with a
sequence of low discrepancy, specifically a Halton sequence.
For a given d-box, reducing the average distance between
sample points by a factor of two requires an exponential in-
crease in additional sample points, i.e. progress in terms of
finding better minima slows dramatically as more sample
points are added. As the average distance between sampling
points decreases relative to the distance between support
points, the curvature minimizing property of the polyhar-
monic spline reduces the risk of missing minima. Hence we
adopted the hierarchical approach described in Algorithm
1, which iteratively shrinks the d-box around the minimum
found so far, greatly reducing the time to determine a good
approximation for the minimum within the d-box. Search
was stopped if no further improvement within floating point
accuracy was achieved within a certain compute budget.

Note that in our architecture search a potentially bad esti-
mate for a minimum does not limit progress of the search. It
merely leads to a potentially suboptimal measurement point
and hence to potentially requiring more measurement points
to reach convergence between prediction and measurement.

Experiments
In our experiments we investigated a couple of micro (within
basic block structure) and multiple macro (overall network
dimensions) parameters for two network families, namely
ResNet (He et al. 2016) and Big-Little ResNeXt (Chen
et al. 2019a). Search was performed directly on the tar-
get dataset ImageNet22K. Training experiments were con-

Algorithm 1: Polyharmonic Splines NAS
Input:
(a) Initial set of 2d+ 3 support points ~x = {x1,x2, ...};
(b) Measured values ~ym = fm(~x) for initial points;
(c) Min. Diff. ε between prediction (fs) and measure (fm)
begin

Solve eq. system for spline fs(~x) over initial set;
Compute xmax = argmax

x
fs(~x) via nested MCS;

Compute measurement fm(xmax) by training
network;

xtop = xmax;
while |fm(xmax)− fs(xmax)| > ε do

Add xmax to set of support points ~x;
Solve eq. system for spline fs(~x) over all points;
Compute xmax = argmax

x
fs(~x) via nested MCS;

Compute fm(xmax) by training network;
if fm(xmax) > fm(xtop) then

xtop = xmax;
end

end
end
Result: Optimal Parameters Configuration xtop

ducted on multiple GPU clusters2, using 34 nodes each
equipped with 6 Nvidia Volta V100 GPUs with 16GB GPU
cache each. for a total of 204 GPUs. All GPUs in a node
have NVLink connection, and the nodes are connected by
Mellanox EDR 100G Infiniband and have access to shared
GPFS storage. Software used included PowerAI Vision 1.6,
NCCL and Pytorch, using its distributed data parallel pack-
age. Batch size was set at 32 per GPU, for a total batch size
of 6,528. The initial learning rate was set at 0.1 and then fol-
lowed polynomial decay, optimizer SGD with momentum
0.9 and weight decay 0.0001.

Experimental Dataset: ImageNet22K
ImageNet22K contains 14 million images representing
21,841 categories organized in a hierarchy derived from
WordNet and including top level concepts such as sport,
animal, food, person, tools, music, etc. On average there
are 654 images per class, ranging from 1 to 3,047. The
scale and imbalance of ImageNet22K make it particularly
challenging even for human designed architectures, with
a limited set of published results (Chilimbi et al. 2014;
Cho et al. 2017; Codreanu, Podareanu, and Saletore 2017;
Zhang et al. 2015), as opposed to the smaller ImageNet1K
version. Recently, some works have used ImageNet22K as
pre-training for Imagene1K evaluation (Dosovitskiy et al.
2021). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to perform NAS directly at the scale of ImageNet22K, not
by transfer from smaller proxy sets (Panda et al. 2021).

Following standard practice (Bhattacharjee et al. 2017;
Chilimbi et al. 2014; Deng et al. 2010) we randomly parti-
tioned the ImageNet22K dataset into 50% training and 50%

2This research used resources of the Oak Ridge Leadership
Computing Facility, which is a DOE Office of Science User Fa-
cility supported under Contract DE-AC05-00OR22725, as well as
the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center Scaling Cluster (WSC).



Table 1: Simplified ResNet18 with 15 points over 5 dimen-
sions of search including 13 initial points plus 2 incremental

Point Type Dimensions Top-1 Accuracy %
c1 g1 g2 g3 g4 Measured Predicted

Initial

150 300 600 1200 2400 38.03 -
32 32 32 32 32 10.33 -
150 32 32 32 32 10.54 -
32 300 32 32 32 15.46 -
32 32 600 32 32 19.45 -
32 32 32 1200 32 23.15 -
32 32 32 32 2400 31.25 -
75 150 300 600 1200 35.46 -
32 300 600 1200 2400 38.03 -
150 32 600 1200 2400 37.15 -
150 300 32 1200 2400 36.76 -
150 300 600 32 2400 34.40 -
150 300 600 1200 32 29.04 -

Incremental 50 116 330 1200 2400 37.31 41.02
80 208 475 736 2400 - 38.92

validation, consisting of approximately 7 million images
each, with the number of images per label approximately
equal in both sets.

Results
We applied our polyharmonic spline NAS method to the the
ResNet18 and BLResNext50 architectures search spaces.
For each point in the spline, training and evaluation was con-
ducted on half of the ImageNet22k dataset. Once the optimal
configuration was determined by our search, that network
was trained and evaluated on the full ImageNet22k dataset.

ResNet18 Search Space. For the ResNet18 architecture
we removed maxpool layer and increased the stride for the
first convolution to 2. We performed search over d = 5
dimensions c1, g1, g2, g3, g4: the number of filters in the
first convolution (c1) and in the four groups of layers
(g1, g2, g3, g4). The ranges for each dimension are as fol-
lows: c1 ∈ [32, 150], g1 ∈ [32, 300], g2 ∈ [32, 600],
g3 ∈ [32, 1200] and g4 ∈ [32, 2400]. Therefore the possi-
ble combinations spanning the entire search space are ∼3
trillion (120× 135× 570× 1170× 2368). Our spline NAS
approach starts from only an initial set of 13 support points
(2d+3, as explained before) and then iterate from there with
few additional points. This results in a tremendous compu-
tational gain for our NAS method which allows to perform
search directly on large scale datasets, as opposed to tradi-
tional NAS approaches needing to resort to small proxy sets.

Table 1 shows the coordinates for the initial 13 sup-
port points to span the first spline and two incremental
points. An incremental point is a measurement on the op-
timum estimated by the prior set of points. The first pre-
diction, based on the minimal point set, predicted a rea-
sonable point, but the estimate of 41% is clearly very op-
timistic. Adding a measurement at this point produces a
new point with a prediction close to the best support point.
Figure 1 shows projections of the polyharmonic spline de-
rived from the 14 measured points as show in Table 1. The
interpolation suggests that the parameter d5 is the domi-
nant limiting factor, since it shows the steepest slope at the
edge of the “box”. This matches the algebraic interpretation,
∼22k classes could benefit from a higher dimensional fea-

Table 2: BLResNext50, 3 dimensions (α, β, and φ), 9 points
for initial spline, 1 incremental

Point Initial Incre-
type mental
α 8 2 2 8 4 2 8 2 8 2
β 8 2 8 2 4 2 2 8 8 8
φ 1 1 1 1 1.5 2 2 2 2 3

Top-1 % 38.17 38.83 38.75 38.18 39.90 40.96 40.53 40.99 40.48 41.64

ture space. The earlier layers/group show maxima within
the box for maximum values for the later layers, indicat-
ing that once the degrees of freedom of a later part of the
network are saturated, adding more capacity to earlier lay-
ers becomes counterproductive. Hence, we measured con-
figuration of [300, 600, 1200, 2400, 5400], projecting the ra-
tios of the optimum from the spline with adjustments to fit
into available GPU memory. This achieved, all other hyper-
parameters remaining equal, a top-1 accuracy of 39.76%.
Since this network was larger and hence may benefit from
a different learning rate schedule, we performed 2 epochs
of fine tuning, which increased the accuracy to 40.37%.
Being limited by GPU memory and compute resource, we
performed one more experiment to increase the number of
pieces in the piecewise linear function without increasing
the model size significantly by replacing the 7 × 7 convo-
lution with stride 2 at the beginning with a basic block. A
basic block consists of two 3×3 convolutions, one of which
has stride 2, which has a similar aperture and the same re-
duction of the activations. Indeed, this yielded the expected
improvement, 40.68% top-1 accuracy with fine-tuning.

BLResNext50 Search Space Big-Little Net(Chen et al.
2019a) is a mechanism that splits each block within a deep
network into multiple paths through which different resolu-
tions of an input are passed. In our search space we consid-
ered two paths. The first, called big branch, through which a
downsized (by half) version of the input is passed, contain-
ing C kernels and L layers. The second, called little branch,
processing the input in its original resolution, but contain-
ing C/α kernels and L/β layers. The big-little version of
ResNext (Chen et al. 2019a) with a depth of 50 is deeper
and offers more alternate paths through groups than the ba-
sic ResNet18, and hence theoretically allows for more pieces
in the piecewise linear function relative to the number of net-
work parameters. Thus, this family of networks promises to
achieve higher accuracy within a given GPU memory capac-
ity, which was the limiting factor for the ResNet18 case.

We defined our search space as spanning only three vari-
ables, hence reducing the number of needed measurements
for optimization. We chose as parameters the α ∈ [2, 8] and
β ∈ [2, 8] parameters of the big-little structure and a multi-
plier φ ∈ [1.0, 2.0] to the group width, that gets uniformly
applied across the network. The original group widths for
BLResNext50 were 64, 128, 256, 512. With a bottleneck ex-
pansion factor of 4, this results in a 2048-dimensional fea-
ture space. The choice φ = 2 for example results in group
width 128, 256, 512, 1024 and a 4096-dimensional feature
space. The total combinations of the search space are at least
539 (7 × 7 × 11, considering φ only at discrete increments
of 0.1), but the spline optimization needs only 2×3 + 3 = 9
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Figure 1: (a-d)Top-1 accuracy on ImageNet22k (half) for the ResNet18 architecture by projecting the search space to two
dimensions. For each projection, three parameters are fixed and performance is inspected over the search space spanning the
range of the remaining pair of parameters: (a) varying c1 and g1, (b) varying g1 and g2, (c) varying g2 and g3, (d) varying
g3 and g4. (e) Top-1 accuracy (half ImageNet22K) over parameters β and φ for BLResNext50. (f) BLResNext50 18x8d test
accuracy on the full ImageNet22K (34 nodes, 204 GPUs, 6, 528 batch size on Summit Supercomputer).

Table 3: Comparison of ImageNet22K results. The last two row denotes the Spline NAS recommended architecture. FLOPs are
estimated with a network forward pass using input image resolution of 256x256

Model Batch GPUs Top-1(Top-5) FLOPs Training Number of
Size Accuracy % (G) Time(Hours) Epochs

ResNet-101 (Cho et al. 2017) 5,120 256 33.8 (-) - 7 -
WRN-50-4-2 (Codreanu, Podareanu, and Saletore 2017) 6,400 200 36.9 (65.1) - - 24

BLResNext101 32x8d 6,528 204 39.7 (68.3) 11.25 16 60
BLResNext50 18x8d (ours) 6,528 204 40.03 (69.04) 17.88 15 60

supporting measurements followed two additional ones. Ta-
ble 2 shows that α and β have only a small influence on
accuracy compared to φ. Figure 1(e) shows the projection
acc(α = 2, β, φ). The dependencies within the “box” are
nearly linear and the minimum is located in the α = 2, β =
8, φ = 2 corner, clearly indicating that an increase in width
has the best probability to increase accuracy significantly.
Hence, we measured α = 2, β = 8, φ = 3, which yielded
to top-1 accuracy of 41.64%. This was interesting also be-
cause the shape of the spline suggested an increment in the
variable φ beyond the initially designed search space range.
The total amount of Nvidia V100 GPU hours needed for
the NAS Spline search was approximately 30, 000. This is
the accumulation of conducting training and validation on
half of the ImageNet22K dataset for all the configurations
corresponding to the initial 2 ∗ 3 + 3 = 9 points and ad-
ditional 3 data points. Each point measurement took about
2, 500 GPU hours. For reference, the original reinforcement
learning based NAS (Zoph and Le 2017) method would re-
quire a minimum of 539× 2, 500 = 13.47M GPU hours.

The final recommended BL-ResNext50 architecture was
trained and evaluated on the full ImageNet22K dataset us-
ing the Summit supercomputer over 34 nodes with 204 Volta
GPUs with a global batch size of 6, 528 using Pytorch dis-
tributed data parallel. Figure 1(f) shows how the top-1 accu-

racy climbed as the learning progressed. In Table 3 the com-
parison of our result against previously published results on
ImageNet22K as well as a baseline SME designed architec-
ture based on the BL-ResNext are summarized. The SME
designed architecture was a BL-ResNext 101 based model
in comparison to the BL-ResNext 50 based Spline recom-
mended model. As can be seen, the Spline recommended
architecture resulted in a jump of 0.33% increase in top-1
accuracy. This is the first published result which has crossed
40% in overall top-1 accuracy on ImageNet22K.

Conclusions
We described a novel NAS method based on polyharmonic
splines that can perform search directly on large scale
datasets. The number of evaluations required during the
search phase of our NAS approach is proportional to the
number of operations in the search space, not in the number
of possible values they each operation could have, making
the approach tractable at large scale. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our method on the ImageNet22K benchmark,
achieving a state of the art top-1 accuracy of 40.03%. This
result paves the way to apply polyharmonic spline based
NAS to other architectures and operations in networks, po-
tentially also including hyperparameters in the search space.
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